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______________________________________________________________________________
Purpose
This policy establishes the requirements to implement and maintain a Workplace Physical
Security Program. The intent of the Workplace Physical Security Program is to promote an
environment where staff, clients and DSHS partners can conduct business free of threats, harm,
violence, or intimidation, and be prepared for an active threat situation.
Scope
This policy applies to all DSHS programs and employees, at all DSHS locations.
Additional Guidance
For related, useful information see:
•
•
•
•
•

DSHS Administrative Policy 5.08, Minimum Physical Security Standards
DSHS Administrative Policy 9.01, Incident Reporting
DSHS Administrative Policy 9.11, Emergency Management
DSHS Administrative Policy 14.15, Building Management of DSHS Leased Facilities
DSHS Administrative Policy 15.10, Information and Technology Security
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DSHS Administrative Policy 18.62, Allegations of Employee Criminal Activity
DSHS Administrative Policy 18.66, Discrimination and Harassment Prevention
DSHS Administrative Policy 18.67, Domestic Violence and the Workplace
DSHS Administrative Policy 18.76, Weapons
Department of Homeland Security, Active Shooter Response Booklet
Department of Homeland Security, Homeland Security Bomb Threat Worksheet
Department of Homeland Security, Run, Hide, Fight

Definitions
Active threat: One or more individuals actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill persons in
a confined, populated area utilizing deadly weapons such as firearms, knives, vehicles, or
bombs. In these cases, there is typically no apparent pattern or method to the selection of
victims and any person in the immediate vicinity could be targeted.
Client: Any person receiving the services or benefits offered by a DSHS program.
Client service area: Spaces at a DSHS location dedicated to the direct delivery of services or
benefits to DSHS clients. This includes such areas as reception desks, interview cubicles,
consultation rooms, etc.
Contractor: A company, firm, group or individual operating under a mutually agreed upon,
binding, formal agreement with DSHS to provide specific work, material, or service.
DSHS security manager: Staff position in the enterprise risk management office responsible for
the policies, plans, and procedures related to the physical safeguarding of department
personnel, financial resources, and capital assets.
Employee: All categories of paid and unpaid full-time, part-time, permanent, and nonpermanent workers, volunteers, work-study students, or interns assigned to the department.
Employee-only access area: Designated spaces at a DSHS worksite reserved for department
employees to conduct their duties free where movement by the public is restricted. An
employee-only access area is typically identified to help ensure the safeguarding of
confidential, sensitive, and private client information from inadvertent disclosure to
unauthorized personnel and to improve employee safety and security.
Employee identification card: Visible badge worn by department staff to indicate their
employment with DSHS and typically used to grant them access to restricted areas.
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Lead DSHS program or lead program: The DSHS administration that has the greatest employee
presence at a given worksite location; the program having the greatest number of staff
assigned at a specific business address.
Partner: A representative of another agency, board, commission, or organization collocated or
working collaboratively with DSHS for some specific activity, event, or project.
Public: The general members of the greater surrounding community or population at large.
Public access area: The spaces at a DSHS location designated as unrestricted to the public,
including such areas as foyers, hallways, and lobbies.
Restricted access area: Designated spaces at DSHS locations with admittance limited to
selected employees by virtue of their official duties and responsibilities. These might include
such areas as IT equipment storerooms, inventory storerooms, record storerooms, and
negotiable material handling rooms.
Run, hide, fight: The nationally and generally accepted best response to an active threat. The
approach focuses on a series of tiered responses, preferring that people should elect to
distance themselves from an active threat (run) whenever possible as the first priority. Second
choice would be to use cover and concealment (hiding) whenever running would not be
feasible. Lastly, people may choose to confront (fight) an active threat, but should only do so as
a last resort when no other options are available. Pre-planning is a major part of the run-hidefight process, and it is recommended that employees, no matter where they are, consider how
they reasonably expect to respond to an active threat in their immediate vicinity if it were to
become necessary.
Tailgating/piggy backing: Incidents where unauthorized persons gain access into employeeonly or restricted access areas by following authorized staff through employee-only access
points.
Threaten: To express (orally, in writing, or by action) a direct or veiled intention to do harm,
cause trouble, or cause inconvenience to another person.
Violence: The use of force to physically or psychologically harm another person.
Policy
A. The department must ensure a safe, secure, professional environment for every employee,
client, contractor, vendor, and partner.
B. A physical security survey and vulnerability assessment must be performed annually at each
DSHS worksite.
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C. A location unique worksite physical security plan must be created, trained to, and
maintained by each DSHS worksite.
D. All employees must read and be trained to the worksite physical security plan for their
specific location.
E. All employees must take part in all local training and drills focused on active threats in the
workplace
Procedures
A. Assistant secretaries and senior directors must ensure that a workplace physical security
program is implemented and practiced throughout their program.
B. Appointing authorities must:
1. Oversee the implementation and maintenance of a worksite physical security program
at each location where their office is the lead DSHS program or the only DSHS presence.
They must:
a. Collaborate with all other co-located DSHS administrations and programs and
where feasible other state and federal agencies co-located at the site, if any, to
determine any special needs, establish methods of communication, and develop
a common course of action for emergency events.
b. Interface with other partners co-located at the site to ensure a common,
supportive course of action and establish clear methods of communication when
an emergency might occur.
c. Develop a worksite physical security plan accounting for the unique and special
needs of every employee, particularly those who require special accommodation
during emergency events.
d. Provide annual training, exercises, or drills focused on physical security in the
workplace. Drill examples include, practicing building lockdowns or modified
lockdowns, exercising alert and notification protocols, Run, Hide Fight drills.
2. Implement requirements for the use of standard employee identification by all
employees, such as an employee identification card, that also includes progressive
discipline and corrective action plans for employees failing to follow established
identification procedures.
3. Direct all local managers and supervisors to actively participate in the development,
maintenance, and ongoing support of their locations worksite physical security plan.
This is particularly critical for managers and supervisors located at sites in which they
are not the lead program.
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4. Coordinate with the DSHS security manager to ensure a physical security survey and
vulnerability assessment is conducted at each DSHS worksite annually. Managers are
responsible for determining the most appropriate style and extent of the assessment to
be conducted that best suits local needs and available resources. An example of one
possible assessment is available at the following link:
Physical Security Survey and Vulnerability Assessment
5. Ensure a worksite physical security plan has been implemented at every worksite for
which you have employees assigned. Note that these worksite physical security plan
requirements may be incorporated into other existing written emergency management
plans, but should in every case minimally address the following:
a. A description or diagram of the worksite that clearly identifies:
i. Public access and client service areas, including primary entrances and
emergency exits;
ii. Employee-only access areas, including primary entrances and emergency
exits;
iii. Restricted access areas, including primary entrances and emergency exits;
and
iv. All available routes of egress.
b. The local process used to grant and enable entry to the various location spaces,
including: public and client service areas; employee-only access areas; and
restricted access areas that shall include guidance on methods to prevent
tailgating and piggy backing and requirements for identification to be visible at
all times.
c. The recommended action to be taken by employees if a physical security
request, event, or emergency occurs at the worksite. Specific topics that might
be addressed, include:
i. An employee requests security escort to or from their vehicle;
ii. An employee discloses the existence of a restraining or similar order issued
by a court that could potentially impact the workplace;
iii. There is evidence of a break-in or vandalism to the worksite;
iv. The location receives, or is otherwise impacted by, a bomb or other threat;
v. A client, staff, or other party threatens violence at the worksite;
vi. A client, staff or other party attempts or causes violence at the worksite;
vii. There is an observed or reported civil disturbance near, at, or in the vicinity
of the worksite;
viii. There is an observed, or reported, hostage situation;
ix. There is an observed or reported active threat incident near, at or in the
vicinity of the workplace; or
x. An active threat occurs requiring the implementation of Run, Hide, Fight
actions in the workplace.
d. A current telephone list of all local, regional, and department emergency and key
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contacts for security support and reporting purposes as well as contact
information of co-located partners.
e. Directions to all points of egress and develop evacuation procedures for
employees directly exposed to the public, such as lobby navigators, front desk
personnel, field workers, and those who individually council clients or work in
client service areas.
f. The implementation of an employee warning system that utilizes plain language
to notify staff and clients of an emergency or active threat situation. This system
should avoid the use of code or duress words.
g. Guidance on the use, display, and maintenance of employee identification, to
include, but not be limited to: requiring that identification is visible whenever
employees are in employee only or restricted access areas; the need for
employees using scan badges to scan the badge each time they enter a
controlled area; employees notifying supervisors immediately regarding lost or
forgotten badges; and the requirement to escort all non-employee guests when
in employee only areas.
One example of a possible stand-alone worksite physical security plan is available at the
following link:
Worksite Physical Security Plan Template
6. Ensure all employees read and understand the worksite physical security plan.
a. Make certain all employees receive training on the location’s initial worksite
physical security plan and all future revisions of the plan;
b. Provide all new employees training on the worksite’s physical security plan
within thirty days of hire;
c. Ensure all employees review the most current worksite physical security plan no
less than annually; and
d. Require employees to participate in annual worksite physical security training,
exercises, or drills.
C. DSHS employees must:
1. Read the location’s worksite physical security plan and indicate their understanding of
the plan as established by their appointing authorities.
2. Participate in all local annual training, exercises, and drills testing the worksite physical
security plan and employee’s responses to an active threat scenario.
3. Provide feedback to managers / supervisors regarding issues or concerns related to the
worksite’s physical security.
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4. Practice routine situational awareness while on the job. Visualize personal safety
practices based on daily routine, work station location, and office layout that best
prepares you to respond to all threats or emergencies.

